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Scott M. Robertson

From: McKenzie, Lloyd <fhir@lists.hl7.org>
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2019 12:17 PM
To: fhir@lists.hl7.org
Subject: [fhir] Topics for FHIR joint sessions at this work group

Caution: This email came from outside Kaiser Permanente. Do not open attachments or click on links if you do not recognize the 
sender. 

The FMG has identified the following topics we'd like work groups to discuss at this WGM (possibly in your joint sessions 
w/ FHIR-I) 
 
1. Thank you for your work getting R4 out.  We know how much everyone put in developing content and examples, 
performing and applying QA, resolving tracker items, etc.  That effort is much appreciated. 
2. What resources your WG is responsible for are candidates for normative in R5?  What timeframe is reasonable to get 
those resources to that point? 
3. What are your FMM targets for your other resources?  Any issues getting to those targets? 
4. Do you have resources that are not progressing through FMM levels and, if so, what are the issues getting them to 
move? 
5. Are you expecting to be working on implementation guides or other FHIR activities beyond core work? 
6. Any issues keeping up with your tracker items? 
7. Any other issues? 
 
Also, Melva Peters has accepted a role to assist in coordinating the Implementation Guide management process.  This 
includes documenting the various approval processes and ensuring that committees have met the necessary 
requirements when coming forward to ballot.  If you're planning to ballot IGs, we encourage you to get in contact with 
her. 
 
Be aware that the FMG (and the TSC) are evaluating tightening expectations for coming to ballot, both for "for 
comment" and "STU" ballots.  The objectives are to ensure that the ballot communit is being used efficiently, that 
content is receiving necessary review and that implementation community is being fostered/formed alongside the 
balloting/publication process.  Projects should be aware that these shifting expectations may impact timelines (so if 
there are contractual obligations to particular timeframes, it might not be a bad idea to highlight that there may be 
some process risk from these shifting expectations).  There will certainly be more public discussion with work groups and 
co-chairs as part of any change of expectations 
 
Thanks for your help as always 
 
 
Lloyd  

Lloyd McKenzie, P.Eng. 
Senior Consultant, Information Technology Services 
Gevity Consulting Inc. 

 E: lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
M: +1 587-334-1110 
W: gevityinc.com  
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